
Welcome to

Monster Money is our new financial literacy program for kids. Participating 
children pick a monster and go on an educational journey together. Through 
projects and worksheets, kids will grow their monsters from babies to adults, 
while gaining access to fun prizes and awards.

When you join the Monster Money program you are given a folder with 
worksheets already included. Kids pick their avatar and are given two 
stickers. One sticker goes on the front of the folder where they name their 
monster and the other goes on the inside of the folder where they keep track 
of their monster’s level.  
 
New worksheets will be placed on www.reliantfcu.com/monstermoney 

There are 12 Worksheets released once a year in January.

You are only allowed to turn one sheet in per month earning you one Monster 
Money Coin!

Worksheets are turned in at a local branch 
and in return a level stamp and monster coin 
is awarded to the child. Monster coins can be 
traded in for prizes. The maturity level of your 
child’s monster determines what level of prize 
they have access to.



Prizes and 
Rules

LEVELING-
Each monster has 5 different growth levels and each time they level up they 
evolve into a different look. To grow their monsters, kids just need to complete one 
worksheet per month.  

Your child is provided a leveling sheet in this folder. Each time they come into the 
branch and they hand in their worksheet the child receives a stamp. 

Level 1- Free Stamp
Level 2- Needs 2 Stamps.
Level 3- Needs 3 Stamps.
Level 4- Needs 4 Stamps
Level 5- Needs 5 Stamps

As their monster grows they will have access to higher level prizes. 

Prizes-
Prizes are awarded when monster coins are traded in. There are 3 tiers of prizes a 
bottom, a mid, and a top tier.  Each tier costs different amount of coins and that is 
determined on the prize the child wants. All bottom tier prizes cost 1 coin. Mid tier 
prizes cost 2 coins. Top tier prizes can cost between 3-5 coins.

Prize access
Monsters level 1-2 have access to bottom tier prizes
Monsters level 3-4 have access to mid and bottom tier prizes.
Monsters level 5 have access to top, mid, and bottom tier prizes.


